
The neurological reprogramming that Covid will carry out on our children. 

′′ I'm a doctor and, I confess, it's impossible for me to understand the meaning of what 

happens. 

Just finished watching a video showing spaces for nursery and nursery children for an 

upcoming summer center, children who successfully passed the thermometric gun barrier 

on the forehead and disinfecting their hands with chemicals for nothing Healthy, everyone 

will be welcomed in their exclusive isolated and fenced space, with the staff plastic coffee 

table, their games in turn disinfected and with the teacher who looks at it remotely protected 

by glasses and mask. 

The neurological reprogramming that Covid 19 is demonstrating starts from here: from the 

youngest children who instead of socializing through contact with others, closeness, physical 

attachment, sensory perceptive exchanges, common play, spontaneous imitation, They will 

be forced to suffer the admonitions for spacing, physical distance, the impossibility of seeing 

the expression of the face of those who educate him and accompany him pedagogically, now 

reduced to the role of guard. 

It won't take long for children to become able to distance themselves, to be afraid of each 

other's closeness, to take refuge in the isolated game that it is no longer possible to call such 

but only autistic repetition of nothing, to fall into the depression of lack of sense. 

But also to risk becoming phobic and obsessive, compulsive of repeated cleaning and 

disinfection that has as a corollary not touching, not getting dirty, in the last not playing, 

which for the child is equivalent to not being. 

- Man is only man when he plays-he reminds us of Schiller in an education essay where the 

profound social and creative nature of man emerges from the playful encounter between 

souls who know each other and recognize playing together, creating and recreating shapes, 

spaces , dimensions, where fantasy finds a direct thread with the Divine, outside and inside 

us. 

The child playing is not spending his time playing; he is committed mind, heart, and will in a 

very serious activity comparable to the most meritorious jobs that we adults are engaged. 

His physical, psychic and emotional health benefits from the game, which allows the 

structure of lasting and useful behavioral learning to be structured for the individual balance 

of his future growth. 

The child who plays never gets tired, but regenerates his life forces through play by placing 

himself in an inner rhythmic relationship between himself and the world outside of himself, 

repeating the relentless gesture of our breathing rhythm or the beating of our heart. 

Preventing this is much more serious than confining children at home, where at least with 

fantasy they were free in imagination: seeing the other but not touching the other is a real 

torture of the soul as well as of the physique. 

We know that children in this new viral syndrome have been the least affected. 

The data currently in possession of the scientific community shows this virus a great 

contagiousness but a very low lethality especially for the child population. 



Why then separate them? Who and what can kids imitate in the fence? 

So small will have verbal instructions from the teacher / guardian on duty, with an early call 

to forces of conscience, totally disregarding the laws of intrinsic learning of this evolutionary 

phase based on spontaneous non-verbal imitation activity, physical closeness, contact and 

spontaneous express themselves of sympathy forces that bring them closer to what they 

want to bond and do their own. 

The relationship with the adult will be spoiled by the impossibility of reading the non-verbal 

signs that accompany our every act and feel, i.e. the mimic expression, hidden by the uniform 

mask and the reading of the look from the visor or glasses. 

This inability to empathically interact with the entirety of being that we face in our face, in 

our eyes, in our smile, and that makes possible the healthy psychic development from the 

primaries of our coming into the world, are true attacks for the health and growth of the 

Baby boy. 

Expressive illiteracy will be the direct consequence of this; moreover, if the only needs for 

which spacing will be overcome will be the physical or physiological needs of being changed, 

fed and disinfected, the child will be brought to a regression at previous stages, newborn in 

who was taken care of according to the fact that he couldn't move and couldn't act. 

Do we really have to indulge all of this? What types of psychic diseases will we face in the 

immediate future for the new generations? Do we really feel safer for adults after isolating 

children, or do we feel like protecting our children by sending them to such a daycare / 

kindergarten? What are we really scared of imagining possible and healthy all this for our 

children? ′′ ′′ 
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